Analyzing data. Empowering the future.

Optimize Prices Everyday,
Everywhere, for Everyone.
Retailers are responding to market changes faster and targeting
customers with more precision than ever before. How can
you avoid being left behind?
ActiveViam for Pricing leverages data science, AI
and interactive analytics to empower your pricing
teams with the most accurate, up-to-date
business insights about your customers.
Set the best prices every day, in every
store, for every customer to achieve
every business goal.

The transformation of your pricing process

Interactive
ActiveViam
transforms
your pricing by
running complex
scenarios end-toend instantly on tens
of thousands of SKUs.
When other solutions need
hours to calculate the impact
of new prices, ActiveViam for
Pricing does it all on-the-ﬂy,
leading to less data crunching
and more strategic thinking.
ActiveViam for Pricing
dramatically improves the user
experience for pricing teams,
leading to quick adoption by all
pricing stakeholders.

Transparent
ActiveViam
transforms
your pricing
by showing you
how your prices
are deployed,
which stores need
your attention and what is the
effect of your decisions over
time.
ActiveViam for Pricing brings
transparency to the process
of pricing: all the insights,
rules and calculations in the
platform can be scrutinized and
challenged. All your KPIs are
at your fingertips, updated in
real-time.

ActiveViam Data Lab: At Your Service
To Get You Started With AI
What can AI do for you exactly?
How can you best use the data sets
at your disposal?
How can you turn insights into
actionable pricing rules?
The data scientists of the ActiveViam
Data Lab accompany you through
your pricing transformation project to
identify how best to leverage AI and
data science for your business, for your
objectives, for your customers. Reach
out to learn more about how the Data
Lab can help you today.

AI-powered
ActiveViam
transforms your
pricing by analyzing
automatically a wide
variety of data sets
on a large scale to
uncover insights that
drive customer price expectations
and allows you to price quickly
and precisely. How can you find
the best price when you have no
clear picture of the market? How
can you be competitive when
you don’t know what price other
retailers have set?
ActiveViam for Pricing leverages
the most relevant data science
and AI technology to unlock the
answers.

Make price the driver of your strategy
Improve your image
Optimize revenue
and attractiveness everywhere
Every store has its own customer base
and competitive landscape. ActiveViam for Pricing
optimizes every metric down to each individual
store. Strike the best balance between margin
and competitivity in every situation.

Price is an essential aspect of any retailer’s image.
From premium to discount, price image is about
the price being right for the value. ActiveViam
for Pricing leverages hard data to ensure your price
is always aligned with customer expectations.

Drive category
management
Attract & retain clients
Understand what your customers
buy and why. ActiveViam
for Pricing integrates marketing
insights and product attributes
to help you push the right price
or promotion at the right time
to attract new customers
and increase loyalty.

ActiveViam for Pricing
helps pricing managers
inﬂuence buying decisions
and drive category
management to meet
strategic goals.
It leverages AI to uncover
the complex buying
patterns that connect
products together, within
and across categories.

Make operations more efficient
Customer insights impact all aspects of business: forecasts, merchandising, supply chain, etc.
ActiveViam for Pricing uses data science to integrate your customers’ expectations and help
you leverage price to steer them in the right direction. Make price an asset to optimize
operations across the company.

Some of our achievements
Food retailer client:
Enable and accompany a transformation of
their store brands strategy

Premium food retailer client:
Transition from competitive alignment to
value-based pricing

DIY retailer client:
Make it possible to price hundreds of thousands of
SKUs every day and project the impact on KPIs

Car parts retailer client:
Deploy a consistent, location-based omni-channel
pricing strategy

About us
ActiveViam creates precision data science and analytics solutions to help companies make
clear-cut business decisions with a view of all possible choices and outcomes. Supported
by industry-leading AI, machine learning and analytics technologies, our products offer a
unique level of precision, speed and adaptability.
ActiveViam for Pricing is used today by major omni-channel retailers working in a wide
variety of verticals, including food, home improvement, automotive and more.
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They trust us:
NEW YORK
1412 Broadway Suite 2300
New York, NY 10018 USA
Tel: +1 646 688 4442

LONDON
6th floor Shaftesbury House
151 Shaftesbury Avenue
London WC2H 8AL
Tel: +44 20 7836 8820

PARIS
46 rue de l’Arbre Sec
75001 Paris, France
Tel: +33 1 40 13 91 00

SINGAPORE

Try ActiveViam
for Pricing today
Contact us for a personalized demo:
activeviam.com

80 Amoy Street #02-01
Singapore 069899
Tel: +65 6816 4988

HONG KONG
21/F On Hing Building
1 On Hing Terrace
Central, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 3971 9154

